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Abstract: Authentication and validation of an individual is done with the help of various factors like signature, 

user-ids and passwords, palm, fingerprint, face, voice, heart-beat, iris, etc. The fingerprint technique is 

advantageous for such recognition as compared to other techniques. This paper is a brief review in the field of 

fingerprint identification. The aim of this paper is to review various latest minutiae based, correlation based and 

other global, local methods for fingerprint matching and status of success of concurrent methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For security purposes, the identification and authentication of an individual is performed with signature, user-ids and 

passwords, cards. These are not successful in now days because signature can be copied, passwords can be guessed and 

cards can be lost or stolen. So, biometric features are used for the recognition of an individual. The recognition of an 

individual consists of identification (validation) and authentication (verification) process.  

The biometric features are consists of anatomical (fingerprints, palm, face, iris, etc.) and behavioural characteristics 

(voice, heart-beat, etc.) [1]. Fingerprint identification is popular among them because of the inherent ease in acquisition. 

For a long time, researchers had come up with many approached identify and verify a fingerprint. Although the position, 

type of minutiae, ridges and many other parameters are used, the results are still not satisfied in recognizing fingerprint. 

However, all fingerprint recognition verification or identification, are eventually based on a well-defined representation of 

a fingerprint. The underlying principle of well-defined representation of a fingerprint and matching remains the same. The 

verification would be straightforward if the representation of fingerprints remains the uniqueness and kept simple [2]. 

Fingerprint is one of the important and most widely used biometric systems in the modern automated world where 

machines are replacing the human in almost every aspect of life. Automatic fingerprint authentication systems can be 

broadly classified into two categories [3].  

1. Minutiae based systems  

2. Patter (Image) based systems  

Minutiae based fingerprint authentication systems are widely used by both human experts and machines. These systems 

usually rely on “local discontinuities in the ridge flow pattern” called minutiae. According to the empirical study, two 

individuals will not have more than seven common minutiae [4, 5]. The set of minutiae are restricted into two types Ridge 

endings and Ridge bifurcations. Ridge endings are the points where the ridge curve terminates, and ridge bifurcations are 

the points where a ridge splits from a single path to two paths at a Y-junction as shown in Figure 1. The positions and 

angular orientations of these points within a fingerprint uniquely characterize the fingerprint. 
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 Fig. 1 Minutiae points (a) Ridge ending (b) Ridge bifurcation 

2. IMAGE BASED FINGERPRINT AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM 

In image based fingerprint authentication system the fingerprint image itself is used as a template or reference image and 

the intensity values at each and every point of this template are compared with the intensity values of the query image. 

Depending upon the correlation between the intensity values of the two images the authenticity of the person is 

determined.  

Minutiae based algorithms which depend upon the local discontinuities in the ridge flow pattern and are used when 

template size is important as only a small part of finger image is required for verification in minutiae based systems. It 

would be ideal to use these algorithms where space restrictions impact the use and deployment of biometrics but this type 

of system requires high quality of fingerprint image.  

The size of the image required for image based authentication must be larger as compared to minutiae based algorithm. 

This algorithm requires more of the image area to be present during verification. So, the memory requirement is more. 

But these algorithms are computationally more efficient because they can be directly applied to the gray scale fingerprint 

image without or very less pre-processing. 

An identification system can be defined as the one which helps in identifying the individual from many people available. 

It generally involves matching available biometrics feature like fingerprint with the fingerprints which are already 

enrolled in the database. 

Fingerprint Recognition is the recognition of individual using fingerprint. It consists of verification and validation process 

for fingerprint recognition. There are various approaches for the fingerprint recognition are:  

A. Minutiae Based [6]: In this approach, minutiae are extracted from fingerprint image. Before extraction of minutiae, 

some operations are performed on it. Minutiae are used for recognising an individual.  

B. Frequency Content and Ridge Orientation [6]: In this approach, Gabor filter is used for fingerprint enhancement in 

fingerprint recognition. Some operations are performed as the minutiae based approach.  

C. Filter Bank based Algorithm [7]: The Filter Bank-based algorithm uses a bank of Gabor filters to capture both local 

and global information in a fingerprint as a compact fixed length Finger Code, which is suitable for matching and storage 

[7].  

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Fingerprint identification is based upon unique and invariant features of fingerprints. Fingerprints are graphical flow like 

ridges present in human fingers which are formed during embryonic development, caused by ridges underneath the skin. 

According to FBI, the odds of two people sharing the same fingerprints are one in 64,000,000,000. Fingerprints differ 

even for ten fingers of the same person [8]. 

Some of the advantages of fingerprint identification are: high distinctiveness, high permanence, low potential for fraud 

and high performance with medium collectively and acceptability. The method of identification is suitable for workstation 

access control, physical access control, Information system control etc. 
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Fig 2. Types of Fingerprint Patterns 

The uniqueness of fingerprint is determined by global features like valleys and ridges, and by local features like ridge 

endings and ridge bifurcations, which are called minutiae. 

The earlier work in the field was done by Moayer [9, 10]. He considered fingerprint as a 1-D character string and another 

method considering fingerprint as 2-D tree and verifying two fingerprints by grammar matching. These methods worked 

for a rough classification but failed on low quality images and thus, were not suitable for an identification system. 

Among the various current fingerprint matching algorithms such as minutiae based matching correlation filters based 

matching , transform feature based matching, graph based matching ,genetic algorithms based and hybrid feature based 

matching and other global and local methods, minutiae based fingerprint matching is dominant. A detailed reference for 

the various techniques can be found in [11]. 

The above mentioned local features are the ones considered by the FBI for the identification purposes [8]. The minutiae 

are obtained from the scanned image by fingerprint pre-processing 

Usually the similarity of two fingerprints is determined by number of computing the total number of matching minutiae 

and the process is called minutiae matching [12]. However, general minutiae matching algorithms in automated Identity 

authentication systems use minutiae orientation and alignment [13]. 

Extraction of minutiae features before matching needs a series of processes, including orientation computation [12-13], 

image segmentation [14,15], image enhancement [15,16], ridge extraction and shinning [17], minutiae extraction and 

filtering [18], etc. before the matching can be done. 

A. Montesanto [21] et al. proposed a method for fingerprint matching which use fuzzy operator. This method based on 

fuzzy logic and combines results of three different methods of minutiae extraction are sequential method, reactive agent 

and neural classification system for improving identification percentage of the fingerprint. 

Mohamed Ahmed Wahby Shalaby [22] proposed three techniques for fingerprint classification are histogram analysis 

fuzzy c-means technique (HAFCM), enhanced HAFCM algorithm (EHA-FCM) and fuzzy multilevel structured scheme 

for fingerprint recognition (FMSFR). HAFCM performs the partitioning of fingerprints [22]. EHA-FCM algorithm 

improves smoothing of the fingerprint partitioning through fingerprint orientation field and complexity is reduced [22]. 

FMSFR based on EHA-FCM partitioning scheme which is more efficient and cost effective technique [22]. 

Carlos Henrique Moniwa Tada [23] et al. improves the quality of fingerprint image using fingerprint image quality 

estimation method using local features (contrast, curvature and ridge flow). A fuzzy inference system combines these 

features into single image quality score [23]. This improves performance of fingerprint matching. 
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Radu Miron [24] et al. implemented a fuzzy logic algorithm based on correlating a minutiae set and the regions between 

ridges for matching partial fingerprints. This combines the performances of minutiae based algorithm with the reliability 

of correlation algorithm. 

4. CHALLENGES WITH FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION 

Some of the common challenges related with fingerprint technology are low quality or degraded input images, noise 

reduction, data security related issues with fingerprint systems etc. 

The low quality or distorted fingerprint images are perhaps the most common problem. The degradation can be of types 

like natural effects like cuts, bruises etc or it may be appearance of gaps on ridges or parallel ridge intercepts. The 

fingerprint enhancement techniques not only have to enhance the quality of image but at the same time, also have to 

reduce noise. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The fingerprint identification is one of the oldest and most common forms of biometric identification. As a result, it’s a 

common misconception that fingerprint recognition is a completely solved problem. The truth is, the research on 

fingerprint recognition never stops due to its complexity and Intractability. 

Fingerprint biometric systems are of minutiae-based and image based. In this paper various algorithms of image based 

fingerprint authentication systems have been described. Although good results have been obtained in the image based 

fingerprint authentication system but still a lot of work is required to be done to make this system fool proof. 
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